2019 PRESIDENTS CUP
Royal Melbourne Golf Club
RUSH events presents the ultimate Presidents Cup
experience.
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experience the
presidents cup

accommodation
& dining

Witness history in
the making with
unparalleled views of
the 10th fairway from
the International Club

From the best of
golf, to the best of
Melbourne’s dining and
accommodation scene.
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a round at
kingston heath

Experience a round at
Melbournes exclusive
Kingston Heath Golf
Club*.

“Through the 20-plus-year journey, the world’s best players
have come together to compete for team, country and the
honor of raising the Presidents Cup trophy”
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RUSH events presents the presidents cup experience
The ultimate golf enthusiast experience; International Club
access to the 2019 Presidents Cup at Royal Melbourne,
a round of golf at the renowned Kingston Heath, 2 nights
accommodation at the Grand Hyatt and dinners at two of
Melbourne’s most acclaimed restaurants.
at the Presidents Cup, you have exclusive access to The
International Club - a premium venue with a lounge interior,
that overlooks the 10th fairway and practice chipping green,
providing exceptional views of golf. This ticket includes an
all-day food and beverage package, including a grazing style
menu with beer and wines.
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One of the jewels
in the Melbourne
Sandbelt,
Kingston Heath
enjoys an enviable
reputation
for its superb
conditioning all
year round. The
course is yours
to navigate on
day 2, and an
opportunity for
you to deploy the
tips you picked up
at the President’s
Cup.
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dining &
accommodation
From the electric atmosphere of Frank Camorra’s
eponymous Movida to the sleek lines and refined
Melbourne style of the renowned Cumulus Inc., you will
enjoy some of the best sights and sounds of Melbourne’s
dining scene.
Accommodation during your stay, the luxurious Grand
Hyatt will be your home - conveniently located to the cities
night life and a short transfer to the sandbelt region.

itinerary
price and next steps*
$3,450.00pp ex GST inclusive of:
Day 1. Early morning tee off at
Kingston Heath Golf Club.
Post Round - transfers to Grand Hyatt.
Meet in Hotel Lobby & walk to Bar Tina
for pre dinner drinks.
Walk next door to Movida for diner.
Overnight at Park Hyatt.
Day 2. Early morning transfers to
Royal Melbourne Golf Club for the
Presidents Cup.
Late afternoon transfers to Grand
Hyatt to refresh before short walk to
Cumulus Up for pre dinner drinks.
Head downstairs to Cumulus Inc., for
dinner.
Final night at Park Hyatt. Morning
check out.

- 2 nights accommodation at the Grand Hyatt Melbourne
- International Club (one day access) tickets to the
Presidents Cup
- One round of golf at Kingston Heath Golf Club
- All meals & transfers (excluding flights)
*All outlined inclusions are subject to availability at time of booking.
*Kingston Heath Golf Club availability subject to time of booking and may be substituted with other premium sand
belt courses: Victoria GC Huntingdale GC, Woodlands GC, Yarra Yarra GC, Metropolitan GC or Commonwealth GC

